
Waste basket with the continuous bag system.

Saclò SANIDROP
Thanks to the innovative continuous bag system,
you will have the following advantages:

HYGIENIC
No contact with waste!

EFFICIENCY
50% less time to change the bag.

PRACTICALITY
Unrivalled practicality in bag change.

ECO-FRIENDLY
100% biodegradable plastic.

Sanidrop Small
capacity: 37 L
width: 34 cm
depth: 25 cm
height: 55 cm
material: ABS plastic

Sanidrop Large
capacity: 64 L
width: 45 cm
depth: 28 cm
height: 68 cm
material: ABS plastic

Refi ll
length: small 24 m, large 30 m
material: single-layer polyethylene
100% biodegradable

single-layer polyethylene

Waste basket with the continuous bag system

Saclò SANIDROP

AREAS OF USE
Doctor offi ce’s, 

Companies, Homes



The Saclò continuous bag system is based on a special “endless” bag 
(up to 110 metres long) which is unrolled, closed and cut every time the 
operator has to throw away the trash.

When one bag is closed, the next is immediately ready to use!

BAG
REPLACEMENT

CONTINUOUS BAG SYSTEM - HOW IT WORKS?

Description

Designed or professional public environments, Sanidrop has a foot-pedal opening that makes it extremely easy to 
use and hygienic.

Available in Large (64 litre) and Small (37 litre) versions, Sanidrop is perfect for a wide range of needs: medical clinics 
and nurseries, beauty centres, public toilets and changing rooms, veterinary clinics, sports centres and much more.

It is extremely eco-friendly due to the materials used in the ABS plastic basket: in fact, its continuous bag is made of 
polyethylene combined with ECM, a special additive that is completely biodegradable in the natural environment.

The integrated continuous bag system makes Sanidrop much better than many other baskets: no contact with waste, 
bag change in less than 30 seconds and minimum waste of plastic.

1. FILL                2. SEAL                3. CUT

25 sec.
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